Recently the new ENDF/B-VII.1 library was released; this completely replaces the earlier ENDF/B-VII.0 library. One of the first questions we ask about a new library is: What's Different? Here I attempt to at least partially answer this question. I present results in both tabulated form (so you can quickly determine if any evaluations of interest to you have changed), and graphic form (so that you can see how much evaluations have changed and in what energy ranges).
Overview
Recently the new ENDF/B-VII.1 library was released; this completely replaces the earlier ENDF/B-VII.0 library. One of the first questions we ask about a new library is: What's Different? Here I attempt to at least partially answer this question. I present results in both tabulated form (so you can quickly determine if any evaluations of interest to you have changed), and graphic form (so that you can see how much evaluations have changed and in what energy ranges).
For the table I have compared what I refer to as the ENDF neutron data, namely MF=1 through 6. Here I did a character-by-character comparison of the same sections (MF/MT) that appear I both ENDF/B-VII.0 and VII.1; here I found differences in 170 evaluations.
For the plots I have only compared the total cross sections for all evaluations that are common to both libraries, and I found that of the 423 evaluations in ENDF/B-VII.1, 120 of these have total cross sections that differ by 1% or more from the evaluation of the same isotope in ENDF/B-VII.0.
WARNING:
This should be considered only a preliminary comparison; obviously there can be more subtle important differences that do not effect of total cross sections.
Here I present plots comparing the total cross section of these 120 isotopes. The plots are only broad overviews of the total cross sections over their entire energy range. If you have interest in more detailed plots for specific evaluations, you can download the evaluations [1, 2] http://www-nds.iaea.org/point2009/pt2009.htm http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/exfor/POINT2012/POINT2012.htm and the PREPRO [3] codes http://www-nds.iaea.org/ndspub/endf/prepro/ I used to prepare and view the data. This is all I needed to do my comparisons, and is all you should need to do any more detailed comparisons to meet your individual needs.
What I present in the plots is the original ENDF/B-VII.0 and VII.1 data after it has been processed by my PREPRO codes [3] ; these codes linearized all of the data and added any resonance contributions to the cross sections. The result is "cold" 0 Kelvin data [1, 2] 120 Evaluations where total cross section differs by 1% or more
The below tables defines all 120 evaluations where the total cross section differs by 1% or more between ENDF/B-VII.0 and VII.1. From this table you should be able to quickly see whether or not any material of interest to you is affected; for more details see the plots later in his report.
The follow page lists all 423 evaluations included in ENDF/B-VII.1. Comparing these two tables you can see that many evaluations are identical in both ENDF/B-VII.0 and VII.1. 
Plots
The following plots only present an overview of the difference in the total cross section (MF/MT=3/2) for the 120 cases where I found differences of 1% on more. For each evaluation there is only one plot covering the entire energy range of each evaluation; for most ENDF/B evaluations this spans the energy range from 10 -5 eV to 20 MeV, or more.
The 120 plots are grouped 4 per page, for a total of 30 pages; I judged 120 pages of plots to be excessive and larger plots add little additional information.
Each plot is divided into the upper two-thirds to show the total cross section for VII.1 (black) and VII.0 (red). The lower third of each plot shows the ratio of the VII.0 total divided by the VII.1 total.
From each plot you can see, 1) The isotope identification, in the upper right hand corner 2) Maximum negative and positive % differences, below isotope id 3) The energy range of resolved and unresolved energy ranges, if any 4) Vertical arrows show the position of maximum differences 5) The energy and cross section scales. Below is an example to which I added an explanatory comment
